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I.  DESCRIPTION 
THIS IS  A  TABULATION ACCORDING  TO  3972 STANDARD  INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION  (SIC1 CODES  OF  THE 
MAJOR  WAGE,  INDUSTRIAL PRICE,  AND  PROOUCTIVITY  SERIES  PRODUCED BY  THE  BUREAU  OF  LABOR  STATISTICS. 
THE  DATA  SERIES INCLUDED  IN  THE  TABLE  ARE  LABOR  PRODUCTIVITY (OUTPUT  PER  EMPLOYEE-HOURI.  INDUSTRY 
PRICE  INOEXES,  AND  SEVERAL  ALTERNATIVE  MEASURES  OF  WAGES:  AVERAGE  HOURLY  EARNINGS,  AVERAGE  HOURLY 
COMPENSATION,  AND  INDUSTRY  WAGE  SURVEY  DATA. 
FOR  EACH  SERIES,  THE  TABLE  SHOWS  THE  CURRENT  AN0  HISTORICAL AVAILABILITY OF DATA  AT  AGGREGATE 
AN0  FOUR-DIGIT  SIC LEVELS.  HISTORICAL AVAILABILITY IS  SHOWN  FOR  1947, 1958. AND  1972. AND  SHOULD  BE 
INTERPRETED AS  FOLLOWS:  ENTRIES FOR  ,  E.G.,  THE  1978, 1972, AND  1958 COLUMNS  WITH  NO  ENTRY  FOR  1947 
INOICATES THAT  A  CONTINUOUS TIHE SERIES EXTENDS  AT  LEAST  AS  FAR  AS  1958, BUT  NOT  TO  1947.  ALSO 
SHOWN  IN  THE  TABLE ARE  THE  QUARTERLY  DATA  ON  PAYROLLS  COVERED  BY UNEMPLOYHENT  INSURANCE  LEGISLATION 
UHICH ARE  AVAILABLE FOR  VIRTUALLY  ALL SIC CODES.  THE  BLS EMPLOYMENT COST  INDEX 
HAS  BEEN OMITTED  FROM  THE  PRESENT  TABULATION BECAUSE  IT  IS  A  RELATIVELY NEW  SERIES 
AND  BECAUSE  IT  HAS  RELATIVELY LITTLE INDUSTRY  DETAIL. 
WITH  THE  EXCEPTION  OF  AVERAGE  HOURLY  COMPENSATION,  A  OESCRIPTION OF  THE  CONCEPT,  MEASUREMENT 
METHOD,  AND  PUBLICATION SOURCE  FOR  EACH  SERIES CAN  BE  FOUND  IN  THE  BLS HANDBOOK  OF  METHODS  (19761. 
MORE  DETAILED INFORMATION  CONCERNING  WAGE  MEASURES  CAN BE  FOUND  IN  BLS HEASURES  OF COMPENSATION, 
BULLETIN 1941 (19771.  THE  AVERAGE  HOURLY  COMPENSATION MEASURE  IS  BASE0  ON  DATA  COMPILED  81 THE  BU- 
REAU OF  ECONOMIC  ANALYSIS  FOR  THE  NATIONAL ACCOUNTS  AN0  IS  NOT  CURRENTLY  PUBLISHED.  EXCEPT  FOR 
INOUSTRY  WAGE  SURVEY  DATA,  PIACHINE-REAOABLE  VERSIONS  OF  ALL  PUBLISHEO  SERIES  ARE  AVAILABLE  ON 
LABSTAT,  THE  BLS DATA-BANK  (CONTACT  BRENDA  KYLE  (202-523-10751  FOR  INFORMATION). 
THIS TABULATION WAS  PREPARE0  BY  JOE  A.  STONE  AND  OLLIE BALLARO  OF  THE  OFFICE  OF  RESEARCH 
AND  EVALUATION,  JACK  TRIPLETT,  ASST.  COHMISSIONER~ IN  COOPERATION  UITH ISSUING OFFICES  LISTED 
BELOW.  FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION  ON  THE  TABLE,  CONTACT  MARK  WILSON  (202-523-1347). 
11.  DATA  SOURCES 
SERIES  HANDBOOK PAGES  ISSUING OFFICE  CONTACT 
LABOR  PRODUCTIVITY 
INDUSTRIAL PRICES 
AVERAGE  HOURLY 
EARNINGS 
AVERAGE  HOURLY 
COHPENSATION 
INDUSTRY  WAGE 
SURVEY 
219-32  PROOUCTIVITY  6 TECHNOLOGY  J.  MARK 
(J. MARK.  ASST.  COllMISSIONER)  (202-523-9294) 
123-26  PRICES 1  LIVING CONDITIONS  C.  HOWELL 
(J.  LAYNG?  ASST.  COMMISSIONER1  (202-272-51131 
26-42  EMPLOYMENT  STRUCTURE  AN0  TRENDS  C.M.  UTTER 
(T.  PLEWES,  ASST.  COMMISSIONER1  (202-523-14611 
(NOT  IN  PRODUCTIVITY  a  TECHNOLOGY  J.  MARK 
HANDBOOK  )  (J. MARK,  ASST.  COHtlISSIONER)  (202-523-9294) 
135-45  WAGES  8  INOUSTRIAL RELATICNS  M.  PERSONICK 
(G.  STELLUTO,  ASST.  COMHISSIDNER)  (202-523-12681 
UNEMPLOYHENT  INSURANCE  66-73  EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE  AN0  TRENDS  R.  GREENE 
PAYROLL  DATA  (1. PLEUES,  ASST.  COMMISSIONER1  1202-523-13391 
111.  CODES 
PARTA'T  COVERAGE OF  THE  INDUSTRY  IS  PARTIAL OR  COMBINED  WITH  OTHER  RELATED  INDUSTRIES. 
UNPUBLISHED  DATA. 
DATA  FOR  THIS INDUSTRY  AVAILABLE  .....................................  MONTHLY. 
DATA  FOR  THIS INDUSTRY  AVAILABLE  .....................................  QUARTERLY. 
DATA  FOR  THIS INDUSTRY  AVAILABLE  .....................................  ANNUALLY. 
DATA  FOR  THIS INDUSTRY  AVAILABLE  .....................................  PERIODICALLYI 
EITHER  ON  A  SPECIAL STUDY  BASIS WITH  NO  FINAL SCHEDULE, 
OR  ON  A  MULTI-YEAR  CYCLE. 
IV.  FOOTNOTES 
PREPARED  AM)  PUBLISHED  ARE  MEASURES  OF  PRODUCTIVITY  AN0  HOURLY  COMPENSATION FOR  THE  BUSINESS 
AND  NONFARM SECTORS,  WHICH  DIFFER FROM  THE  TOTAL  PRIVATE  ECONOMY  AN0  NONFARM  ECONOMY  IN  THAT 
OWNER-OCCUPIED  REAL  ESTATE,  PRIVATE  HOUSEHOLDS  AND  NONPROFIT  INSTITUTIONS  ARE  EXCLUDED  FROM 
THE  FORMER.  ALSO  PREPARED,  BUT  NOT  PUBLISHED,  ARE  PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES,  BASED  ON  BOTH  THE 
CURRENT  EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS AND  THE  CURRENT  POPULATION  SURVEY  HOURS  MEASURESI  FOR  THE  TOTAL 
PRIVATE  ECONOMY  AND  THE  NONFARM  ECONOMY. 467 
2  ALSO  PUBLISHED ARE  PRODUCTIVITY  AND  HOURLY  COMPENSATION  KEASUHES  FOR  NONFINANCIAL  CORPORATIONS. 
3  DATA  FOR  CROP  AND  LIVESTOCK  AGRICULTURE  ARE  COMBINED  IN  MEASURES FOR  THE  FARM  SECTOR.  MEASURES 
ARE  PREPARED  FOR  FARM,  BOTH  INCLUDING AND  EXCLUDING THE  RENTAL  VALUE  OF  OWNER-OCCUPIED  FARK 
HOUSING. 
4  DATA  FOR  AGRICULTURE  SERVICESI  FORESTRY.  AND  FISHERIES ARE  INCLUDED  IN  THOSE  FOR  THE  SERVICES 
SECTOR 
5  AS  OF  JAN.  1978,  DATA  FOR  THIS INDUSTRY  HAVE  BEEN  COKBINED  WITH  DATA  FOR  A  RELATED  INDUSTRY. 
6  QUARTERLY  MEASURES FOR DURABLE  MANUFACTURING  AND  NONDURABLE KANUFACTERING ARE  ALSO  PUBLISHED 
SEPARATELY. 
7  UNPUBLISHED  QUARTERLY  MEASURES ARE  ALSO  AVAILABLE  FOR  THIS INDUSTRY. 
8  ANNUAL  UNPUBLISHED  MEASURES  FOR  TRANSPORTATION ARE  PREPARE0  WHICH  INCLUDE  DATA  FOR  ALL  IN- 
OUSTRTES  4000  TO  4789  EXCEPT  4300,  POSTAL  SERVICES. 
9  PART  OF SIC 4213. 
10  EXCLUDES  HOUSEHOLDS. 
11  ALL UNPUBLISHEDIU) DATA  IN  THIS SERIES  ARE  COLLECTED  MONTHLYIKI. I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INOUSTRIAL  1  AVERAGE  HOURLY  1  COXPENSATION  1  INDUSTRY  WAGE  1  INSURANCE  DATA  1 
I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  IESZO2)  ! 
I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I 
I  I 
I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  \  EARNINGS 11 
I 
I  , 
INDUSTRIAL  I  I  I I  IHDUSTRY  EMPLOYVENT  1  TOTAL  I  WAGES  k  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  I 
I  I  I  STATISTICS PROGRAM)  I  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I 
~1978~1972~1958~1947~1978~1972~1958~1947~  19781  197211958119471 19781  1972~1958~1947~197811972~19S~~1947l1978~1972~1958~1947~ 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
CLASSIFICATION 
TOTAL  PRIVATE  ECONOMY 
TOTAL  PRIVATE  NON-FARM  ECONOMY 
AGRICULTURE 
DURABLE  HANUFACTURING 
NONDURABLE MANUFACTURING 
TRANSPORTATION 
GOVERNHENT  ENTERPRISES 
A.  AGRICUL  FORESTRY  8  FISHING 












IA  € 
I 




100  AGRICUL  PROD-CROPS 
110  CASH  GRAINS 
111  WHEAT 
112  RICE 
115  CORN 
iii  GYBEANS 
119  CASH  GRAINS  NEC 
130  FIELD CROPS  EXC.  CASH  GRAINS 
131  COTTON 
132  TOBACCO 
133  SUGAR  CROPS 
134  IRISH FOTATOES 














160  VEG  a  HELOIIS 
173  TREE  NUTS  I 
174  CITRUS  FRUITS 
175  DECIDUOUS  TREE  FRUITS 
179  FRUITS  k  TREE  NUTS  NEC 
180  HORTICUL  SPECIALTIES 
181  ORNAHENTAL NURSERY  PROD  I  ..  .  -  .. 
182  FOOD  CROPS  GROKN  UNDER  COVER  I 
189  HORTICUL  SPECIALTIES  NEC  I 
190  GENERAL  FARMS  PRIMARILY CROP  I 
191  GENERAL  FARMS  PRIMARILY  CROP  1 
I 
! 
200  AGRICUL  PROD-LIVESTOCK  3 
I 
I 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































P  IP  19 I 
Ill 
9  Ill  10 19 I 
9  iq  iq  i 
Ill 
9  IP  IP  I 
Ill 
P  19 19 I 
Ill 
9  19 IP  I 
Ill 




9  19 14 I 
Ill 
P  19 19 I 
P  19 lP  I 
9  19 19 I 
9  I9  14 I 
9  IP  19 I 
P  IP  I9  I 
9  IP 10 I 
9  19 IP  I 
P  IP  19 I 
P  19 19 I 
9  19 19 I 
9  IP IP I 
9  19 IP  I 
P  19 19 I 
9  la  IP  I 
9  19 IP I 
0  19 IP I 
9  IP  19 I 
P  IP  IP  I 
P  IP  19 I 
P  IP  IP  I 
P  19 19 I 
9  1'3  19 I 
9  I9  19 I 
P  IP  19 I 
P  IP  19 I 
9  IP  19 I 
Ill 
9  IP  Ill  19 I 





























































































































































































!  PROOUCTIVITY 
STANDARD  I  LABOR 
I  I  AVERAGE   HOUR^  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  1  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE  OATA  1 
I  SURVEY  PROGRAN  I  (ES2021  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS  11  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I WAGES  6  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  I  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  I  I(IN0USTRY  EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL 
I  I  I  I STATISTICS PROGRANI  1  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I 










































FOREST  NURSERY  6  SEE0 
GATHER  OF  tlISC.  FOREST  PROO 
EXTRACTION OF  PINE GUN 
GATHERINC OF  FOREST  PROD  NEC 
FORESTRY SEW 
FORESTRY SERV 
FISHING HUNTING  &  TRAPPING 
COMM  FISHING 
FINFISH 
SHELLFISH 
MISC MARINE  PROO 
FISH HATCHERIES  6  PRESS 
FISH HATCHERIES  &  PRESS 
HUNTING  TRAPPING  GAME  PROPAG. 
HUNTING TRAPPING GAME  PROPAG. 
B.  MINING 
METAL  MINING 
IRON ORES 
IRON ORES 
COPPER  ORES 
GOLD  1 SILVER  ORES 
FERROALLOY  ORE  EXC.  VANAOIUN 
FERROALLOY  ORE  EXC.  VANAOIUN 
METAL  MINING SERV 
METAL  MINING SERV 
MISC  KETAL  ORES 
MERCURY  ORES 
URANIUM-RAOIUn-VANADIUM  ORE 
METAL  ORES  NEC 
ANTHRACITE  MINING 
ANTHRACITE  MINING 
ANTHRACITE 
ANTHRACITE  MINING SERV 
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PIP  I 
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PIP  I 





























































































ia  id 
19 19 
19 IP 












IP  IP 
II 
IP  19 
II 
-1 
P  IP  I 
d  id  i 
Q  IQ I 
9  IP  I 
P  19 I 
9  la  I 
II 
Q  IQ  I 
II 
Q  IP  I 
Q  14 I 
P  IP  I 
9  IP I 
9  IP  I 
9  IP  I 
Q  19 I 
P  la  I 
II 
Q  IQ I 
II 
9  14 I 
II 
P  IQ I 
9  IP  I 
9  14 I 
9  la  I 
9  IP  I 
9  19 I 
P  IP  I 
P  19 I 
P  14 I 
9  IS  I 
P  19 I 
P  19 I 
Q  IQ I 
P  19 I 
Q  IP  I 
Q  19 I 
P  IP  I 
9  IP  1 
P  19 I 
II 
P  IP  I 
I1 
9  19 I 
P  IP  I 
Q  IQ I 
II 








































 I  I  I  I  1  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT 















































BITUM  COAL  b  LIGNITE MINING 
BITUM  COAL  6  LIGNITE 
BITUM  a  LIGNITE  MINING  SERV 
OIL 6  GAS  EXTRACTION 
CRUDE  PETRO  b  NATURAL  GAS 
CRUDE  PETRO  6  NATURAL  GAS 
NATURAL  eAS  LIQUIDS 
NATURAL  GAS  LIQUIDS 
OIL 6  GAS  FIELD SERV 
DRILLING OIL 6  GAS  WELLS 
OIL 6  GAS  EXPLORATION  SERV 
OIL 1 GAS  FIELO SERV  NEC 
NONMETAL  MINERAL  EXC.  FUEL 
DIMENSION  STONE 
DIMENSION  STONE 
CRUSHED  8  BROKEN  STONE 
ClUSHED  I  BROKEN  LIMESTOhE 
CRUShE3  L  BlCKEN GZANITE 
CRUSHED  6  BROKEN  STChE  hEC 
SAND a  GRAVEL 
CONST  SAND  &  GRAVEL 
IHDUST  SAND 
CLAY  6  RELATED  MINERALS 
BENTONITE 
FIRE CLAY 
FULLER'S  EARTH 
KAOLIN 6  BALL  CLAY 
CLAY  6  RELATED  MINERALS  NEC 
CHEH  6  FERTILIZER  MINERALS 
BARITE 
F LUORSPAA 
POTASH  SODA  6  BORATE  MINERALS 
PHOSPHATE  ROCK 
ROCK  SALT 
SULFUR 
CHEM  6  FERTILIZER  MINING NEC 
NONHETALLIC  MINERALS  SERV 
NONMETALLIC  MINERALS  SERV 
IIISC NONXETALLIC  MINERALS 
GYPSUM 
TALC  SOAPSTONE  6  PYROPHYLLITE 
NONHETALLIC  MINERALS  NEC 
C.  CONSTRUCTION 
GENERAL BUILD CONTRACT 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I(1NDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT  I  TOTAL  I  WAGES  I  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED 
I  I  I  STATISTICS PROGRAM)  I  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL 
119781  1972119581 19471  19781  1972 I19581  19471  19781  1972119581  19471  19781  19721  19581 1947119781  1972119581 19471197811972!19581194; 
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Q  IQ 
Q  IQ 
I 
Q  IQ 
I 
Q  IQ 
Q  I9 
Q  19 
Q  19 
Q  IQ 
9  19 
Q  IQ 
Q  19 
I 
Q  I9 
I 
Q  19 
9  19 
Q  IQ 
9  IQ 
Q  19 
Q  IQ 
9  19 
Q  14 
Q  19 
9  19 
Q  19 
Q  19 
Q  IQ 
Q  IQ 
Q  IQ 
Q  19 
Q  IQ 
Q  IQ 
Q  lQ 
Q  19 
Q  19 
Q  IQ 
Q  19 
9  14 
Q  14 
Q  19 
Q  I9 
Q  14 
Q  I9 
I 
Q  IQ 
I 

































































I I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYNENT  I 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE  DATA  I 
I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS  11  I  I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  1  IES2021  I 
I  INDUSTIRAL  I  I  1  INDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT  I  TOTAL  1  WAGES I  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  I 
!  STATISTICS  PROGRAM)  I  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 




















RESIDENTIAL  BUILD CONST 
SINGLE-FAMILY  HOUSING CONST 
RESIDENTIAL CONST  NEC 
OPERATIVE  BUILDERS 
OPERATIVE PUILDERS 
NONRES  BUILD CONST 
NONRES CONST  NEC 
HEAVY  CONST  CONTRACTORS 
INDUST  BUILD  a  WAREHOUSE 
HIGHWAY  a  STREET CONST 
HIGHWAY  a  STREET CONST 
WATER  SEWER  a  UTILITY  LINES 
HEAVY  CONST  EXC.  HIGHWAY 
BRIDGE  TUNNEL  (L  ELEV  HIGHWAY 
HEAVY  CONST  NEC 
SPECIAL  TRADE  CONTRACTORS 
PLUMBING  HEAT  AIR  COND 
PLUNBING HEAT  AIR  COND 
PAINT PAPER  HANG DECORATING 
PAINT PAPER  HANG  DECORATING 
ELEC WORK 
ELEC  WORK 
MASONRY  &  OTHER  STONEWORK 
TERR  TILE MARBLE  MOSAIC  WORK 
CARPENTERING 
FLOOR  LAY  8  FLOOR  WORK  NEC 
ROOFING  8  SHEET  METAL  WORK 
CONCRETE YORK 
CONCRETE WORK 
MASONRY  STONEWORK a  PLASTER 
PLASTER DRYWALL a  INSULATION 
CARPENTERING  a  FLOORING 
ROOFING  a  SHEET  METAL  WORK 
GLASS  I  GLAZING WORK 
EXCAVATING  FOUNDATION WORK 
INSTALL BUILD  EQUIP  NEC 
SPECIAL  TRADE  CONTRACT  NEC 
D.  MANUFACTURING 







































 I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  1  UNENPLOYnENT  I 
STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  CONPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE  DATA  I 
I  EARNINGS  11  I  I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  (ES2021  I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
INDUSTRIAL  I  I  I(1NDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  I WAGES  8  SALARIES  I  TDTAL  COVERED  I  5 
I  PAYROLL  I  w  I  I  I STATISTICS PROGRAM1  I  COHPENSATION  I 
CLASSIFICATION  ~197811972~195811947Il978~1972~1958~1947~  19781  197211958119471  19781  1972~1958~1947~1978~1972~1958(1947~197817l 


















































NEAT  PROO 
MEAT  PACKING  PLANTS 
S~IJSAGE-CD~HER PREP MEAT 
POULTRY  DRESSING PLANTS 
POULTRY  8  EGG  PROCESSING 
DAIRY  PROD 
CREAMERY  BUTTER  __ . _.  - 
CHEESE  NATURAL  I:  PROCESSED 
CONDENSED  8  EVAPORATED  NILK 
ICE CREAM  (I  FROZEN DESSERTS 
FLUID NILK 
PRESERVED FRUITS 8  VEG 
CANNED  SPECIALTIES 
CAHNED  FRUITS 1 VEG 
DEHYDRATED FRUITS VEG  SOUPS 
PICKLE SAUCE  b  SALAD  DRESS 
FROZEN  FRUITS 6  VEG 
FROZEN  SPECIALTIES 
GRAIN MILL PROD 
FLOUR II  OTHER  GRAIN  nILL 
CEREAL  BREAKFAST  FOODS 
RICE MILLING 
BLENDED  (I  PREPARED  FLOUR 
WET  CCRN  HILLING 
DOG  CAT  8  OTHER  PET  FOOD 
PREPARED FEEDS  NEC 
BAKERY  PROD 
BREAD  CAKE  8  RELATED  PROO 
COOKIES  b  CRACKERS 
SUGAR  8  COtlFEC  PROD 
CHEWING  GUM 
FATS  8  OILS 
COTTONSEED OIL NILL 
SOYBEAN OIL MILL 
VEG  OIL  nu  NEC 
AHIMAL  8  NARINE  FATS  8  OILS 
SHORTENING  8  COOKING  OILS 
BEVERAGES 
HALT  BEVERAGES 
RALT 
WINE  BRANDY  I  BRANDY  SPIRIT 
DISTIL LIQUOR  EXC.  BRANDY 
BOTTLE  b  CAN  SOFT  DRINKS 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 51AU 51AU 5 
IAU 5lAU 51AU  5 
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I  STANDARO  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COWENSATION  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE DATA  I 
!  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS 11  SURVEY  PROGRAM  !  lES202)  ! 
INDUSTRIAL 
CLASSIFICATION 
I  I  I  I  I 
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CANNED  E  CWED SEAFOODS 
FRESH  OR  FROZEN  PACKAGE FISH 
ROASTED  COFFEE 
MANUFACTURED ICE 
MACARONI L  SPAGHETTI 






CHEW1t:G  L  SMOKING  TOBACCO 
CHEWING  1 StlOKING TOBACCO 
TOBACCO  STEMMING  E  REDRYING 
TOBACCO  STEMMIHG  E  REDRYING 
TEXTILE HILL PROD 
WEAVING  MILL COTTON 
WEAVING  MILL COTTON 
WEAVING  nILL SYNTHETICS 
WEAVING  MILL SYNTHETICS 
WEAVING  t  FINISH MILL WOOL 
NARROW  FABRIC MILL 
NARROW  FABRIC MILL 
KNITTING MILL 
WEAVING  a  FINISH  nILL WOOL 
WMlEN'S  HOSIERY  EXC. SOCKS 
HIXTFPY  NFC  .  .  . . 
KNIT O'JTERUEAR  MILL 
KNIT UNDERWEAR  MILL 
CIRCULAR  KNIT FABRIC  MIL1 
WARP  KNIT FABRIC  MILL 
KNITTING HILL HEC 
TEXTILE FINISH EX. UOOL 
FINISHING PLANTS  COTTON 
FINISHING PLANTS  SYNTHETICS 
FINISHING PLANTS  NFC  ~  ~.  . . .. 
FLOOil  COVERING MILL 
WOVEN  CARPETS  &  RUGS 
TUFTED  CARPETS I RUGS 
CARPETS  E  RUGS NEC 
YARN  E  THREAD  MILL 
YARN  MILL EXC.  WOOL 
THROWING  (L  WINDING MIL1 
KOOL  YARN  MILL 
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 I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INOUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE DATA  I 
I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS  11  I  1  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  (ESP021  I 
INDUSTRIAL 
CLASSIFICATION 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I19781  1972  119581  19471  19781  1972  I19581  19471 19781 1972  119581  19471 19781 1972  I19581  19471  19781  1972  I19581  19471  19781  19721195811947! 
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2284  THREAD  MILL  IAU  IAU  IAU 















































FELT GOOD  EXC.  WOVEN  FELT 
LACE  GOO0 
PADDINSS  &  UPHOL  FILLING 
PROCESSED TEXTILE WASTE 
COATED  FABRIC NOT  RUBBERIZE0 
TIRE CORD  6  FABRIC 
NOtElOVEN  FABRICS 
CORDAGE  6  WINE 
TEXTILE GOOD  NEC 
APPAREL  6  OTHER  TEXTILE  PROD 
MEN  6  BOY  SUITS 6  COATS 
HEN 6  eor  SUITS  t  COATS 
MEN  6  eoy FURNISH 
MEN  &  BOY  SHIRTS 6  NIGHTWEAR 
MEN t  BOY  UNDERWEAR 
MEN  6  BOY  NECKWEAR 
MEN  6  E(IY  SEPARATE  TROUSERS 
MEN t  EOY  LIDRX  CLOTHING  -  ._  -. 
MEN  8  BOY  CLOTHING  NEC 
WONEN  6  MISS OUTERWEAR 
WOMEN  6  MISS BLOUSES  6  WAIST 
WOMEN  6  HISS DRESSES 





~~  ....... 
MISS OUTERWEAR  NEC 
CHILD  UNDERGARMENT 
WOMEN  &  CHILD  UNOERUEAR 
BRASSIERES &  ALLIED GARNENT 
CHILD'S OU 
CHILD'S DRESSES  6  BLOUSES 
CHILD'S  COATS  &  SUITS 
CHILD'S OUTERWEAR  NEC 
FUR  GOOD 
FUR  GOOD 
MISC APPAREL  P  ACCESS 
FABRIC  DRESS  6  WORK  GLOVES 
ROBES  8  DRESSING  GOWNS 
WATERPROOF  OUTERGARNENTS 
LEATHER  6  SHEEP  LINED  CLOTH 
APPAREL  BELTS 
APPAREL  6  ACCESS  NEC 
MISC.-FAB  TEXTILE  PROD 
CURTAINS  6  DRAPERIES 
HOUSE  FURNISH  NEC 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  lAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
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I I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  1  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  1 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INOUSTRIAL  1  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COI1PENSATION  1  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE  DATA  1 
I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  lES202)  I  I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  1  PRICES 
I  INDUSTRIAL  I  I  IIINDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT  I  TOTAL  I  WAGES  E  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  I 
I  I  I  I  STATISTICS  PROGRAM)  I  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I 
I  CLASSIFICATION  11978~19721195811947~1978~1972~1958~1947~  19781  197211958119471 19781 1972119581194711978119721195811947(1978172l1958l1947~ 
I  EARNINGS 11  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
2393  TEXTILE BAGS  IAU  IAU  IAU  I 
CANVAS  6 RELATED  PROD  IAU  IAU  IAU  I 
~~  . 
2394  -  .  __  . 
2396  AUTO  L  APPAREL  TRIMMINGS  IAU 51AU 51AU  51 
2395  PLEATINS 6  STITCHING  iii  5iAi  5iAU 5i 










































I  3BROIDERIES  IAU  IAU  IAU  1 
FAB  TEXTILE PROD  NEC 
LUMBER  k  WOOD  PROD 
LOG  CAMPS  8  LOG  CONTRACT 
LOG  CAMPS  6  LOG  CONTRACT  _..  .  .  . 
SAWMILL  6  PLANING  MILL 
SAWILL 8  PLANING  MILL GEN. 
HARDWOOD  DIMENSION 8  FLOOR 
SPECIAL  PROD  SAUMILL NEC 
MILL PLYWOOD  8  STRUCT  HEM. 
MILLWORK 
WOOD  KITCHEN CABINETS 
HARDWOOD  VENEER  b  PLYWOOD 
SDFTWOOO  VENEER  8  PLYWOOD 
STRUCT  WOOD  MEMBERS  NEC 
WOOD  CONTAINERS 
NAILED  WOOD  BOXES  k  SHOOK 
WOOD  PALLETS  8  SKIDS 
WOOD  COHTAINERS  NEC 
WOOD  BUILD  1 MOBILE  HOME 
MOBILE  HOMES 
PREFAB  WOOD  BUILDS 
nIsc WOOD  PROD 
FURNITURE t  FIXTURES 
HOUSE  FURN 
WOOO  HOUSE  FURN 
UPHOLSTERED  HOUSE  FURN 
METAL  HOUSE  FURN 
MATTRESSES  8  BEDSPRINGS 
WOOD  TV  8  RADIO CABINETS 
HOUSE  FURN  NEC 
OFFICE  FURN 
uaan  OFFICE  FURN  .  __ . -.  -  . 
METAL  OFFICE  FURN 
PUBLIC BUILD 8  RELATED  FURN 
PUBLIC BUILD 8  RELATED  FURN 
PARTITIONS 6  FIXTURES 
WOOD  PARTITIONS 8  FIXTURES 
METAL  PARTITIONS  1  FIXTURE 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I 
IIII 
iAU  iAU  iAU  i 
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IIII 
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Il  IAU  IAU 
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IAU 5  IAU  5 
IAU  IAU 
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IAU 5  IAU 5 
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IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
ILU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
I1 
M  IAU  IAU 
II 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
M  IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  ICU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  ICU 
IAU  IAU 
ICU  IPU 
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10 IP lQ  IP I 
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 I  I  1  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COIIPENSATION  1  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE  DATA 
INDUSTRIAL 
CLASSIFICATION 
1  PRODUCTIVITY  j  PRICES  ,  I  EARNINGS 11  !  /  SURVEY  PROGRAM  (ES2021 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  IIINDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  I WAGES  B  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED 
I  I  STATISTICS PROGRAM)  I  CONFENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
11978119721195811947ll978ll97Zll958ll947l  19781  197211958119471 19781  1972119551194711978119721195811947l197811972l19581194~ 
2590  MISC  FURN  8  FIXTURES  IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 













































FURN  &  FIXTURES  NEC 
PAPER  6  ALLIED  PROD 
PULP MILL 
PULP MILL 
PAPER  MILL EXC.  BUILD  PAPER 
PAPER  MILL EXC.  BUILD PAPER 
PAPERBOARD MILL 
PAPERBOARD MILL 
MISC.  CONVERTED PAPER  PROD 
PAPER  COATING 6.  GLAZING 
ENVELOPES 
BAGS  EXC.  TEXTILE BAGS 
DIE-CUT  PAPER  6  BOARD 
PRESSED  L  MOLDED  PULP  GOOD 
SANITARY  PAPER  PROD  _-  -. 
STATIONERY  PROD 
CONVERTED PAPER  PROD  NEC 
PAPEPBOCRD CONTAIN 6  BOXES 
FOLDING  PAPERBOARD  BOXES 
SET-UP  PAPERSOARD  BOXES 
CORRUGAT  &  SOLID  FIBER  BOX 
SANITARY  FOOD  CONTAINERS 
FIBER CAN DRUM  &  SIMIL.  PRO0 
BUILD PAPER  6.  BOARD  MILL 
BUILD PAPER  &  BOARD  MILL 










COnn  PRINTING 
COM PRINTIHG  LETTERPRESS 
COHM  PRINTING  LITHOGRAPHIC 
ENGRAVING  6  PLATE  PRINTING 
COMM  PRINTING GRAVURE 
MANIFOLD  BUSINESS FORMS 
MANIFOLD  BUSINESS  FORMS 
GREETING  CARD  PUBLISHING 
GREETING CARD  PUBLISHING 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IIIII 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IIIII 
IA 5  lA 5  IA 5  IA 5  1 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  IM 
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IA 5  lA 5  IA 5  IA 5  IM 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  I 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  IM 
IAU  lAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  1  I 
IAU  1AU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  lAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU 51AU 51AU  51  IM 
IAU 51CU  5lAU 51  I 
IAU 5lAU 51AU 51  1 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  lAU  IAU  I 
IAU  lAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  ICU  IAU  I 
IAU 5lAU 51AU 51 
IAU 51AU  51AU 51 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I 
IAU 51AU 51AU 51 
lAU  IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  lAU  lAU  I 
IAU  IAU  lAU  I 
























M  IM 
u  IU 





















M  IM 
I PT  IM PT 
U  PTlU PT 
I  In 
M  IM 
M  IM 
M  IM 
M  IM 
M  IM 
M  IM 
M  IM 
u  IU 
U  PTlU PT 
u  IU 
u PTlU PT 
u PTlU PT 
M  IM 
M  IM 
u  IU 
M  IM 
M  IM 
u  IU 
1  PT  IM PT 





















IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
M  IAU  IAU 
II 
II 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
lAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
iAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
tl  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
II 
II 
M  IAU  IAU 
M  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
fl  IPU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 

























P  IP  I 
P  IP  I 
P  IP  I 
P  IP  I 
P  IP  I 










P  IP  I 
P  IP  I 
P  IP  I 
P  IP  I 
P  IP  I 






A  IA  IA 
A  IA in 
II 
II 
A  IA  IA 
A  IA  IA 
A  IA  IA 
II 
II 
A  IA  IA 
A  IA  lA 
A  IA  IA 
A  IA  IA 






9  IP 
P  IP 
I 
P  19 
I 
9  IQ 
P  19 
9  IQ 
Q  IQ 
P  19 
P  14 
P  19 
9  IP 
Q  IP 
Q  lQ 
9  19 
P  IP 
P  19 
P  19 
9  IQ 
P  la 
P  19 
P  la 
P  14 
9  IP 
9  19 
P  19 
P  IQ 
9  19 
Q  IQ 
I 
P  la 
Q  19 
9  IQ 
Q  14 
P  IP 
P  19 
Q  IP 
P  IS 
P  19 
P  IP 
P  IP 
9  IP 
P  19 
9  IP 
Q  14 
9  19 
Q  IQ 
Q  IQ 
91p 
Q  19 
P  IP 
I 
9  19 
I 
9  19 
9  IQ 
Q  IQ 
9  14 
9  IQ 
9  19 
9  IP 
Q  14 
P  19 
P  19 
Q  IQ 
9  IP 
9  IQ 
Q  IQ 
Q  19 
9  IQ 
P  IQ 
9  IQ 
9  1'3 
Q  14 
9  19 
P  IP 
9  IQ 
P  IQ 
9  14 
I 
9  19 
9  IQ 
P  19 
P  IP 
Q  19 
9  IQ 
P  19 
P  IQ 
9  19 
Q  IP 
9  19 
P  IQ 
Q  14 
Q  19 
Q  14 
Q  IQ 
P  19 
















I 1  UNEMPLOYMENT  I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I 
STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INOUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE DATA  I 
I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS  11  I  I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  (ES202)  I 
INDUSTRIAL  I  I  I  (INDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  I  UAGES  6  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  I 
I  I  I  STATISTICS PROGRAM)  !  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I 
CLASSIFICATION  11978119721195811947ll978~1972ll958Il947~  19761  197211958119471  19781  19721195811947~1978~1972l1958l1947l1978l1972l1958l1947l 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
2780  BLANKBOOKS  &  BOOKBINDING  IAU  IAU  IAU 
2782  BLANKBOOKS  &  LOOSELEAF  BIND  IAU  IAU  IAU 












































PRINTING TRADE  SERV 
TYPESETTING 
PHOTOENGRAVING 
ELECTROTYPE  6  STEREOTYPING 
LITHOGRAPH PLATEHAKING SERV 
CHEMICALS  a  ALLIED  PROD 
INDUST  INORGANIC CHEM 
ALKALIES L  CHLORINE 
INDUST  GASES 
INORGANIC  PIGMENTS 
INDUST  INDRGANIC  CHEH  NEC 
PLASTIC  HATER I  SYNTHETICS 
PLASTIC  HATER I  RESINS 
SYNTHETIC  RUBBER 
CELLULOSIC  UAN-MADE  FIBERS 
ORGANIC  FIBERS NONCELL 
ORUGS 
BIOLOGICAL  PROD 
MEDICINALS 8  BOTANICALS 
PHARtlACEUTICAL  PREPARATIONS 
SOAP  CLEANERS  &  TOILET GOOO 
SOAP  8  OTHER  DETERGENTS 
POLISHES  6  SANITATION GOOO 
SURFACE  ACTIVE  AGENT 
TOILET  PREPARATIONS 
PAINTS I  ALLIED  PROD 
PAINTS  6  ALLIED  PROO 
INDUST WGANIC CHEM 
GUM  &  WOOD  WEM 
CYCLIC CRUOES  6  INTERNED. 
INDUST  ORGANIC  CMEM  NEC 
AGRICUL  CHEM 
NITROGENOUS  FERTILIZERS 
PHOSPHATIC  FERTILIZERS 
FERTILIZERS MIXING ONLY 
AGRICUL  CHEM  NEC 
HISC CHEM  PROO 
ADHESIVES  &  SEALANTS 
EXPLOSIVES 
PRINTING  INK 
CARBON  BLACK 
CHEM  PREPARATIWS NEC 
PETRO I  COAL  PROD 
lAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 5lAU 51AU  5 
Ill 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
Ill 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  ICU  IAU 
IAU  lAU  IAU 
IAU 51AU 5lAU 5 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  lAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5 
IAU  IAU  IAIJ 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IA  IA  IA 
IAU  IAU  IAIJ 
IAU  IAU  IAIJ 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IA  IA  IA 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
lAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAIJ 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 51AU  51AU I 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
lAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
lAU  IAU  IAU 
Ill 

































































I H  IN 
I u  IU 
I  u  IU 
I M  IN 
I u  IU 
I U  PTlU PT 
I U  PTlU PT 
I U  PTlU PT 
II 
I M  IN 
I1 
I  H  IH 
I  u  IU 
I u  IU 
I  u  lU 
I M  IN 
I H  IN 
I M  IN 
I u  IU 
I u  lU 
I M  IH 
1  M  IN 
I u  IU 
I  u  IU 
I H  IM 
I M  IN 
I  M  IN 
IN  PT  In PT 
IN  PT  IN  PT 
I M  IN 
I  M  IN 
I  M  IN 
IH PT  IN  PT 
I n  IN 
I n  IM 
In PT  IN  PT 
I H  IN 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I M  IN 
I  u  IU  . .  .. 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I  U  PTlU PT 
I  U  PTlU PT 
II 


















































M  IN 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAIJ 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU  IAU 
II 
II 
IAU  IAIJ 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAIJ 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  ICU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IN 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  1AU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAIJ 
IAU  ICU 
II 
IAU  IAU 



























































i  ip  ip  i 
IIII 
I  PIP  IP  I 










I  PIP  IP  I 
I  PIP  IP  I 





i  pip  ip  i 
I  PIP  IP  I 

















































 I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE  DATA  I 
I  I  PROOUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS  11  I  I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  lES202)  I 
I  INDUSTRIAL  I  I  I I  INDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  I  WAGES  6 SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  I 
I  I  I  I  STATISTICS  PROGRAM) I  COMPENSATION  I 
I  CLASSIFICATION  ~1978~1972~195811947l1978l1972l1958~1947~  19781  197211958119471  19781  1972~19581194711978l1972l1958l1947l197811972l1958l1947l 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  PAYROLL  ;2 









































PETRD  REFINING 
PAVING  ROOFING MATER  .  .  -  .  .  - . . . 
PAVING MIXTURES  6  BLOCKS 
ASPHALT  FELTS  6 COATINGS 
nm. PETRO  1 COAL  PROD 
LUBRICATING OILS 6  GREASES 
PETRO  6  COAL  PROD  NEC 
RUBBER I  MIX. PLASTIC PROD 
TIRES 6  INNER  TUBE 
TIRES  a  INNER  TUBE  .  -.  . -.  - -. .  .  .  . . ._  - 
RUBBER  6  PLASTIC  FOOTWEAR 
RUBBER I  PLASTIC  FOOTWEAR 
RECLAIMED  RUBBER 
RECLAIMED  RUBBER 
RUBBER  6 PLASTIC HOSE  6  BELT 
RUBBER  L PLASTIC HOSE  6  BELT 
FAB  RUBBER  PROD  NEC 
FAB  RUESER  PROO  NEC 
MISC  PLASTIC  PROD 
MISC PLASTIC  PROD 
LEATHER  6 LEATHER  PROD 
LEATHER  TANNING  6  FINIWING 
LEATHER  TANNING  k  FINISHING 
BOOT  6  SHOE  CUT  STOCK  6 FINO 
BOOT  8  SHOE  CUT  STOCK  6 FINO 
FOOTllEAR  EXC.  RUBBER 
HOUSE  SLIPPERS  . .  .  .  - .  _.  .  . 
MEN  FOOTWEAR  EXC.  ATHLETIC 
UOMEN  FOOTWEAR  EXC.  ATHLETIC 
FOOTWEAR  EXC.  RUBBER  NEC 
LEATHER  GLOVES  6  MITTENS 
LEATHER  GLOVES  L  MITTENS 
LUGGAGE 
LUGGAGE 
HANDBAGS 6  PERSONAL  LEATHER 
WOMEN  HANDBAGS L  PURSES 
PERSONAL  LEATHER  GOOD  NEC 
LEATHER  GOOD  NEC 
LEATHER  GOOD  NEC 
STDNE  CLAY  6  GLASS  PROO 
IA  IA  IA 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
Ill 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
Ill 
IA  IA  IA 
IA  IA  IA 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
lAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 5lAU 5IAU 5 
IAU 5lAU 51AU  5 
IAU 5lAU 51AU  5 
IAU 51AU 51AU 5 
IAU 5iAU 51AU 5 
IAU 5lAU 51AU  5 
Ill 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
Ill 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
lAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IA  IA  IA 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  lAU  IAU 
IAU  lAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
Ill 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
Ill 
3210  FLAT GLASS  iAU  IAU  IAU 
3211  FLAT GLASS  IAU  IAU  IAU 




































































































I fl  IM 
I n  IM 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I  u  IU 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I1 
I M  IM 
II 
I  M  In 
I n  In 
I n  IM 
I  In 
I n  PTIM  PT 
I n PTIM  PT 
I M  PTln PT 
I M  PTlM PT 
I  M  IM 
I ti  IM 
I M  IM 
I  M  IM 
II 
I M  In 
II 
I n  In 
I M  IM 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I  M  IM 
I u  IU 
I n  IM 
I n  In 
I u  IU 
I u PTlU PT 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I u PTlU PT 
1  u PTlU PT 
II 
I n  In 
II 
I n  IM 
I  n  IM 
I M  IM 
I  M  IAU  IAU 








M  IM 
I 













n  ~n 
I 
n  IM 
n  IM 
I 
I 



















IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IhU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 
IAU 5  IAU 5 




I  AU 
I 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I 
I  AU 
I 
i  AU 
I AU 
M  I  IAU 
I 
I  AU 
I 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  cu 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I 
I  AU 
I 
I  AU 
I  AU 
I  AU 

























































I  PIP 




I  PIP 
I  PIP 
I/ 
II 
i  PIP 
II 
I  PIP 
I  PIP 






























































P  18  lQ 
Q  IP  19 
II I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYnENT  I 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATIDN  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE DATA  I 
I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  lES2021  I  I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES 
I  INDUSTRIAL  I  I  I(1NDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  I WAGES  &  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  1 
I  I  I  I STATISTICS PROGRAM)  1  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I 
I  CLASSIFICATION  I1978119721 1958119471 19781  1972119581  19471  19781  19721  19581  19471  19781  1972 1195811947119781 19721  19581  19471  19781  1972 I19581  19471 
I  EARNINGS 11  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  1  I  I  I 
3221  GLASS  CONTAINERS  IA  IA  IA  IA  IM 















































PRW OF  PURCHASED  GLASS 
PROD  OF  PURCHASED GLASS 
CEnENT  HYDRAULIC 
CEMENT HYORAULIC 
STRUCT  CLAY  PROD 
BRICK L  STRUCT  CLAY  TILE 
VITREOUS  PLUMBING  FIXTURES 
VITREOUS  CHINA  FOOD  UTENS. 
FINE EARTHENWARE  FOOD  UTENS. 
PORCELAIN ELEC  SUP. 
POTTERY  PROD  NEC 
CONCRETE  GYPSUN  &  PLASTER 
CONCRETE  BLOCK  &  BRICK 
CONCRETE  PROD  NEC 
READY-HIXEO  CONCRETE 
LIhE 
GYPSW  PROD 
CUT  STONE  6  STONE  PROD 
CUT  STONE  6  STONE  PROD 
MISC.  NONMETALLIC  MINERAL 
ABRASIVE  PROD 
ASBESTOS  PROD 
GASKETS  PACKING  6  SEALING 
HINERALS GROUND  OR  TREATED 
MINERAL  WOOL 
NONCLAY  REFRACTORIES 
NONMETALLIC  MINERAL  PROD  NEC 
PRIMARY  METAL  INDUSTRIES 
BLAST  FURNACE  &  BASIC STEEL 
ELECTROnETALLURGICAL  PROD 
STEEL  WIRE  L RELATED  PROD 
BLAST FURNACES  6  STEEL  nILL 
COLD  FINISH OF  STEEL  SHAPES 
STEEL  PIPE  L  TUBE 
IRON 6 STEEL  FOUNDRIES 
GRAY  IRON FOUNORIES 
MALLEABLE  IRON FOUNDRIES 
STEEL INVEST.  FOUNDRIES 
STEEL  FOUNORIES NEC 
PRIMARY  NDNFER  HETALS 
PRIMARY  COPPER 
PRIMARY  LEAD 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IA  IA  IA  IA  I 
IA  (A  IA  IA  IM 
IA  IA  IA  I  I 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  I  IM 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  I  IM 
IA  IA  IA  I  IM 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  lAU  IAU  I  IM 
lAU  IAU  IAU  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  1  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  In 
LA  5  IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  I 
IA .  IA  IA  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  In 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  lAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IPU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  In 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IIIII 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IIIII 
IA 7  IA 7  lA 7  IA 7  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  It4 
IAU  lAU  IAU  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IA  IA  IA  I  IM 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IA5IA5IA51  I 
IA5IA51A51  I 
IAU  IAU  IAU  I  I 
IA 5  IA  5  IA 5  IA 5  I 
IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  IA 5  I 





n  IA 
I 
n  IA 
I 
n  IA 
M  IA 
I 
M  IA 
M  IA 




M  IA 
I 
n  IA 
I 




























1  M  IM 
I M  IM 
I M  IM 
I n  IM 
I M  in 
I M  In 
I  ti  In 
I u  IU 
i u wiu PT 
I u  IU 
I u PTlU PT 
I n  III 
I u  IU 
I u PTlU PT 
I u PTlU PT 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I  M  IM 
1  M  IM 
I n  In 
I n  IM 
I u PTlU PT 
I u  IU 
I  u  IU 
I M  In 
I n  IM 
I M  IM 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I u PTlU PT 
I  U  PTlU PT 
II 
I n  In 
I1 
I M  In 
I n  In 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I u  IU 
I M  IM 
I  M  In 
I  M  IM 
I n  IM 
I  u  IU 
I  M  IM 
I M  In 
I u  IU 
I  u PTlU PT 

















n  IAU  IAU  I  I  I  P 
n  IAU  IAU  I 
n  IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
M  IAU  IAU  I 
M  IAU  IPU  I 
IAU 5  IAU 5  I 
IAU 5  IAU 5  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU 5  IAU 5  I 
PI  IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I  ..  ..  . 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU 5  IAU 5  I 
IAU 5  IAU 5 I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  1 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
Ill 
M  IAU  IAU  I 
Ill 
M  IAU 7  IAU 7  I 
IAU  IAU  I 
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PRIMARY  ZINC  .  -_  - 
PRIMARY  ALUMINUM 
PRIMARY  NONFER  METALS NEC 
SECWOARY  NONFER  METALS 
SECONDARY  NONFER  METALS 
NONFER  POLLING L  ORAWING  . -  .  ___ .  - . 
COPPER  ROLLING 6  ORAWING 
ALUMItLM SHEET  PLATE  6  FOIL 
ALUHItLM EXTRUDED  PRO0 
ALUMINLV  ROLLING  &  ORAWING 
NONFER  ROLLING k  DRAWING 
NONFER  WIRE  DRAWING I  INSUL. 
NONFER  FOUNDRIES 
ALUMIIIUM  FOUNDRIES 
BRASS  BRONZE  6  COPPER  FOUND 
NONFER  FOUNDRIES NEC 
MISC  PRIMARY  METAL  PROD 
METAL  HEAT  TREATING 
PRIMARY METAL  PROD  HEC 
FABRICATED METAL  PROD 
METAL  CANS  I  SHIP CONTAINERS 
METAL  CANS 
HETAL BARRELS DRUMS  6 PAILS 
CUTLERY  HAND  TOOL  8  HARDWARE 
CUTLERY 
HAND  6  EDGE  TOOLS  NEC 
HAND  SAWS  6  SAW  BLADES 
HARDWARE  NEC 
PLUMBINS  &  HEAT  EXC.  ELECTRIC 
METAL  SANITARY  WARE 
PLUMBING  FITTINGS 6  BRASS 
HEAT  EQUIP EXC.  ELECTRIC 
FIB  STRUCT  HETAL  PROD 
FA8 STRUCT  METAL 
HETAL DOORS SASH t TRIM 
FAB  PLATE  WORK  (BOILER  SHOP1 
SHEET  METAL  WORK 
ARCH  HETAL  WRK 
PREFAB  HETAL  BUILDS 
MISC METAL  WORK 
SCREW  HACH  PRO0  BOLTS  ETC. 
SCREW  MACH  PROD 
BOLTS  NUTS  RIVETS 6 WASHERS 
METAL  FORGINGS  6  STANPINGS 
IRON I  STEEL  FORGINGS 
NONFER  FORGINGS 
AUTO  STAMPItIGS 
CROWNS  6  CLOSURES 
P 
B I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I 
I  PRODUCTIVITY  1  PRICES  I  EARNINGS 11  I  I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  IEStOt) 
STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY WAGE  1  INSURANCE  DATA 
I  I 
INDUSTRIAL  1  I 
I  I 
CLASSIFICATION 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
119781197211958115'47ll978ll972ll958ll947l 19781 197211958119471  19781  197211958119471197811972ll9581194711978ll972ll9~ll~7 
3469  METAL  STAMPINGS  NEC  IAU 51AU  51AU  5 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
















































METAL  SERV  NEC 
PLATING  6  POLISHING 
METAL  COATING  I  ALLIED  SERV 
ORONANCE  6  ACCESS  NEC 
SHALL  ARMS  AM10 
ANMO  EXC.  FOR  SMALL  ARMS  NEC 
SMALL  ARMS 
ORDNANCE  6  ACCESS  NEC 
STEEL  SPRINGS  EXC.  WIRE 
nIsc.  FAB  METAL  PROD 
VALVES  6  PIPE  FITTINGS 
WIRE  SPRINGS 
MIX.  FAB  WIRE  PROD 
METAL  FOIL 6  LEAF 
FAB  PIPE  6  FITTINGS 
FA8  METAL  PRO0  NEC 
MACHINERY EXC.  ELECTRIC 
ENGINES  b  TURBINES 
TWBINES  6  TURBINE  GEN.  SETS  ~  ~~  ~ 
INTEPNAL  COMBUST  ENGINES  NEC 
FARM  6  GARDEN  MACH 
FARM  MACH  6  EQUIP 
LAL:N  b  GARDEN  EQUIP 
CONST  6  PELATED  MACH 
CONST  MACH 
MINING MACH 
OIL FIELD MACH 
ELEVATOSS I  MOVING  STAIRIIAYS 
CONVEYORS  b  CONVEYING  EQUIP 
HOISTS  CRANES  L MONORAILS 
INOUST  TRUCKS  I TRACTORS 
METALKORKING MACH 
MACH  TOOLS  METAL  CUTTING 
MACH  TOOLS  METAL  FORMING 
SPECIAL  DIES TOOLS  JIGS 
MACH  TOOL  ACCESS 
PCUER  DRIVEN  HANO  TOOLS 
ROLLING MILL MACH 
METALWORKING  MACH  NEC 
SPECIAL  INDUSTRY MACH 
FOOD  PROD  MACH 
TEXTILE  MACH 
WOODWORKING  MACH 
PAPER  INOUSTRIES  MACH 
PRINTING  TRADES  MACH 
SPECIAL  INDUSTRY  MACH  NEC 
GENERAL  IEIDUST  MACH 
I  I  I  I 
I  ( IhVUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT  I  TOTAL  I WAGES  6  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED 
I STATISTICS PROGRAM1  I  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 51CU  51AU  5 
IAIJ 51AU  51AU  5 
IAU 51AU  51AU  5 
IAU 5lAU 51AU  5 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 5IAU 51AU  5 
IAU 51AU  51AU  5 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAIJ  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 5lAU 5lAU 5 
IAU 51AU  51AU  5 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAIJ  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 51AU  51AU  5 
IAU 51AU  51AU  5 
IAU 51AU  51AU  B 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAIJ  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
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IAU  IAU  I 
M  iAU  IAU  I 
M  IAU  IAU  I 
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IAU  IAIJ  I 
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 I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
STANDARO  I  LABOR  I  INOUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  1  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE DATA  I 
I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS 11  I  I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  (ES202I  1 
INDUSTRIAL  I  I  I  (INDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  I WAGES  8  SALARIES  1  TOTAL  COVERED  I  a 
I  I  I STATISTICS PROGRAM1  I  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I  8 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
CLASSIFICATION  11978119721195811947ll978ll972ll958ll947l  19781 197211958119471 19781 197211958119471197811972l1958l1947l1978l1972l195~l1947l  I 
3561  PUMPS I  PUHPING  EQUIP  IAU 51AU 51AU 5 
3562  BALL  &  ROLLER  BEARINGS  IAU  IAU  IAU 
3563  AIR I  GAS  COMPRESSORS  IAU 51AU 51AU 5 
3564  BLOWERS  II  FANS  IAU  IAU  IAU 
3565  IN3UST PATTERNS  IAU  IAU  IAU 
3566  SPEED  CHANGERS  DRIVES &  GEAR  IAU 51AU 5lAU 5 
3567  INOUST  FURNACES 6  OVENS  IAU  IAU  IAU 
3568  POWER  TRANSHISSION  EQUIP  NEC  IAU 51AU 51AU  5 
3569  GENERAL  INDUST  MACH  NEC  IAU  IAU  IAU  .  .  . .  - .  . 
%O  OFFICE  8  COMPUTING  MACHS  IAU  IAU  IAU 
3572  TYPEUIITERS  IAU 51AU 51AU 5 
3573  ELECTRONIC COMPUTING  EQUIP  IAU 5IAU 51AU 5 
































COnM  LAU!:DRY  EQUIP 
REFRIG  a  HEAT  EQUIP 
MEASURIHG  a  DISPENSING  PUMPS 
SERV  INDUSTRY  MACH  NEC 
MIX. MACH  EXC.  ELEC 
CARBS  PISTONS RINGS  VALVES 
MACH  EXC.  ELEC  NEC 
~~ 
3576  SCALES  8  BALANCES EXC.  LAB  IAU  IAU  IAU 
3579  OFFICE MACHS  IIEC  IAU 51AU 51AU 5 
3580  REFRIGERATION 6 SERV  MACH  IAU  IAU  IAU 
3581  AUTOMATIC  HERCHAI1:DISING  MACHS  IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 5lAU 51AU 5 
IAU 51AU 51AU 5 
Ill 
ELECTRIC  &  ELECTRONIC EQUIP 
ELECTRIC  DISTRIBUTING EQUIP 
TRANSFORMERS 
ELEC  ItIOUST APPARATUS 
INDUST  CONTROLS 
WELDING  APPARATUS  ELECTRIC 
CARBON  &  GRAPHITE  PRO0 
ELEC  INDUST  APP.  NEC 
HOUSE  APPLIANCES 
HOUSE  COOKING  EQUIP 
HOUSE  REFRIG  6  FREEZERS 
HOUSE  LAWjDRY  EQUIP 
ELECTRIC  HOUSEWARES  &  FANS 
HOUSE  VACUUM  CLEANERS 
SEWING  MACHS 
HOUSE  APPLIANCES  NEC 
ELECTRIC  LAMPS 
CURR-CARRYIHCI  WIRING  DEVICE 
NONCURR-CARRY  WIRING  OEVICE 
RESIOENTIAL LIGHT  FIXTURES 
COMM  LIGHTING FIXTURES 
SWITCHGEAR  a  SWITCHBOARD  APP 
MOTORS  a  GENERATORS 
ELECTRIC  LIGHT  a  WIRE  EQUIP 
iAU  iAU  iAU 
Ill 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  lAU 
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 I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COSPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE  DATA  I 
I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS  11  I  I  SURVEY  PROGRAU  I  (ES202)  1 
I  INDUSTRIAL  I  I   INDUSTRY  EMPLOYUENT I  TOTAL  I  WAGES  6  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  ' 
I  PAYROLL  I  I  I  1  I STATISTICS  PROGRAM1  I  COMPENSATION  I 
I  CLASSIFICATION  11978119721195811947l1978l1972l195811947l 19781 197211958119471 19781 197211958119471197811972l1958~1947~1978l1972~1958l1947~ 
1  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
3799  TRANS  EQUIP NEC  IAU  IAU  IAU 
Ill 
3800  INSTRUUENTS I  RELATED  PROD 
3810  ENGINEER I  SCIEN INSTRUM 
3811  ENGINEER I  SCIEN INSTRUU 
3820  MEASURE I  CONTROL DEVICE 
3822  ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS 
3823  PROCESS CONTROL  INSTRUM 
3824  FLUID UETERS I  COUNT  DEVICE 
3825  INSTRL'H TO  UEASURE  ELEC 
3829  MEASURE 8  CONTROL DEVICE  NEC 
3830  OPTICAL  INSTRUU I  LENSES  ._.  -  __. 
3832  OPTICAL  INSTRUM I  LENSES 
3840  MEDICAL  INSTRUM I  SUPPLY 
3841  SURGICAL I  UEDICAL INSTRUU 
3842  SURGICAL  APPLIANCE  6  SUPPLY 
3843  DENTAL  EQUIP I  SUPPLY 
3850  OPHTHALMIC  GOOD 
3851  OPHTHALUIC  GOOD 
3860  PHOTO  EQUIP 6  SUPPLY 
































I  WATCHCASES 
8  WATCHCASES 
HISC UANUFACTURING  INDUSTRY 
JEWELRY  SILVERWARE  I  PLATED 
JEWELRY  PRECIOUS UETAL 
SILVERWARE  8  PLATED  WARE 
JEWELERS'  HATER  8  LAPIDARY 
DOLLS 
GAUES  TOYS I  CHILD  VEHICLES 
SPORT I  ATHLETIC  GOOD  NEC 
PEN  PEKIL  OFF  8  ART  SUPPLY 
PENS I  t1ECHANICAL  PENCILS 
LEAD  PENCILS 6  ART  GOOD 
UARKING DEVICES 
CARBON PAPER  k  INKED  RIBBON 
COSTUME  JEWELRY  k  NOTIONS 
COSTUME  JEWELRY 
ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS 
BUTTONS 
NEEDLES  PINS L  FASTENERS 
MISC MANUFACTURES 
BROOMS I  BRUSHES 
SIGNS  L  ADVERTISING  DISPLAY 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
Ill 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU 51AU 51AU 
IAU 51AU 5lAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU SIAU 51AU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
IAU  IAU  IAU 
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IAU  IAU  IAU 
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I  CLASSIFICATION 
3995  BURIAL CASKETS 
3996  HARD  SUPFACE  FLOOR  COVERING 
3999  MANUFACT.  INDUSTRIES NEC 
I  INDUSTRIAL 
E.  TRANS  6  PUBLIC UTILITIES 
4000  RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION 
4010  RAILROADS 
4011  RAILROAOS  LINE-HAUL  OPERATE 
4013  SSIITCHING  1 TERnINAL  SERV 
4040  RAILWAY  EXPRESS  SERV 
4041  RAILWAY  EXPRESS  SERV 
4100  LOCAL  6  INTERURBAN TRANSIT 
4110  LOCAL  6  SUBURBAN TRANS 
4111  LOCAL  6  SUBURBAN TRANSIT 
4119  LOCAL  PASSENGER TRANS  NEC 
4120  TAXICABS 
4121  TAXICAB3 
4130  INTERCITY  HIGHWAY  TRANS 
4131  INTERCITY  HIGHWAY  TRANS 
4140  TRANS  CHARTER  SERV 
4141  LOCAL  PASSENGER  CHARTER  SERV 
4142  CHARTER  SERV  EXC.  LOCAL 
4150  SCHOOL  BUSES 
4151  SCHOOL  BUSES 
4170  BUS  TERMINAL  6  SERV  FACILITY 
4171  BUS TERMINAL  FACILITIES 
4172  BUS  SERV  FACILITIES 
4200  TRUCKING  k  WAREHOUSING 
4210  TRUCKIND  LOCAL  6  LONG  DIST 
4213  TRUCKING  EXC.  LOCAL 
4214  LOCAL  TRUCKING  6  STOR 
4220  WBLIC WAREHOUSING 
4221  FARM  PROD  WAREHOUSING 6  STOR 
4222  REFRIG  WAREHOUSING 
4224  HOUSE  GOO0 WAREHOUSING 
4225  GENERAL  WAREHOUSING I  STOR 
4226  SPEC  WAREHOUSING I  STOR  NEC 
4230  TRUCKING TERMINAL  FACILITY 
4231  TRUCKING TERMINAL  FACILITY 
4300  U.S.  POSTAL SERV 
4310  U.S.  POSTAL  SERV 
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I  I  I  STATISTICS PROGRAHI  I  COHPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  1  9 
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WATER  TRANSPORTATION 
OEEP  SEA  FOREIGN  TRANS 
OEEP  SEA  FOREIGN  TRANS 
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I u PTlU PT I 
Ill 
I u PTlU PT I 
Ill 
I u PTlU PT I 
II 
NONCONTIGVWS  AREA  TRANS 
CDASTUISE  TRANS 
INTERCOASTAL TRANS 
GREAT  LAKES TRANS 
GREAT  LAKES TRANS 
TRANS  ON  RIVERS  &  CANALS 
TRANS  ON  RIVERS b  CANALS 
LOCAL  WATER  TRANS 
FERRIES 
LIGHTERAGE 
TOWING  &  TUGBOAT  SERV 
LOCAL  WATER  TRANS  NEC 
WATER  TRANS  SERV 
UARINE  CARGO  HANDLING 
CANAL  OPERATION 
WATER  TRANS  SERV  NEC 
TRANSPORTATION  BY  AIR 
CERTIFICATED AIR TRANS 
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AIR  TRANS  SERV 
AIRPORTS  1  FLYING FIELOS 
AIRPORT  TERUINAL  SERV 
PIPE LINES EXC.  NATURAL  GAS 
PIPE LINES EXC.  NATURAL GAS 
CRVDE  PETRO  PIPE LINES 
REFINED  PETRO  PIPE LINES 
PIPE LINES NEC 
TRANSPORTATION  SERVICES 
FREIGHT  FORWAROING 
FREIGHT  FORWAROING 
ARRANGEUENT  OF  TRANS 
PASSEWER  TRANS  ARRANGEMENT 
FREIGHT  TRANS  ARRANGEMENT 
RENT  OF  RAILROAD  CARS 
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I  I  1  STATISTICS  PROGRAM)  I  COHPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I 
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4743  RAILROAO  CAR  RENT  W/O  SERV  I 
4782  INSPECTION I  WEIGHING SERV 
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FIXED  FACIL  FWI  VEHICLE  NEC 
TRANS  SERV  NEC 
I  I  I  id  id  id  id  i 
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TELEPH  CoH!" 
TELEPH  COMMUN 
TELEGRAPH  COll" 
TELEGRAPH  CW 
RADIO  &  N  BROAOCASTING 
RADIO BROADCASTING 
TV  BROADCASTING 
COPPQM  SERV  NEC 
COPPRPI  SEW  NEC 
ELECTRIC GAS I  SANITARY  SERV 
ELECTRIC SERV 
ELECTRIC SEW 
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NATURAL GAS  TRANSMISSION 
GAS  TRANSMISSION I  OISTRIB 
NANRAL GAS  OISTRIB 
6AS PROD  &/OR  OISTRIB 
CWgINATION  UTILITY SEQV 
ELEC-L  OTHER  sERi  CO~INEO 
GAS  b  OTHER  SERV  COHBINEO 
COneINATION UTILITY SERV  NEC 
id  id  ii  ii  i 
19 IP  IP  I'd I 
YATER  SUPPLY 
UATER  SUPPLY 
id  id  ii  id  i 
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Ill 
Ill 
SANITARY  SERV  NEC 
STEAM  SUPPLY 
STEAM  SUPPLY 
IRRIGATIOW SYSTEMS 
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
F.  WOLESALE TRAOE 
WHOLESALE TRAOE-DURABLE  GOO0 
HOTOR  VEHICLES  I  AUTO  EQUIP 
AUTOS  I  OTHER  MOTOR  VEHICLE 
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 I  I  I  I  1  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE  DATA  I 
I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  (ES2021  I  I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS  11  I 
I  I 
I  INDUSTRIAL  I  I  !(INDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  1  UAGES  8  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  I 
I  I  I  I STATISTICS PROGRAM1  I  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I 
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TIRES 6  TUBE 
FURN  6  HOME  FURNISH 
FURN 
HOME  F&ISH 
LUnsER  6  CONST  UATER 
LUMBER  PLYWOOD I  UILLWORK 
CDNST  HATER NEC 
SPORT  GOOD  TOYS  6  HOBBY  GOOD 
SPORT  6  REC  GOOO 
TOYS  6 HOBBY  GWO  6  SUPPLY 
PHOTO  EQUIP I  SUPPLY 
I1 
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I  M  IU 
II 
II 
.._  ~  -.  - 
UETALS 6  MINERALS  EXC.  PETRO 
METALS  SERV  CENTERS I  OFF 
COAL  6  OTHER  UINERALS 6  ORES 
I  I 
.. 
II 
In  I 
II 
II 
ELEC  GOOD 
ELEC  APPARATUS 6  EQUIP 
ELEC  APPLIANCES  TV  1 RADIOS 
ELECTRONIC PTS.  6  EQUIP 
HARDWARE  PLUMB.  6  HEAT  EQUIP 
HAROWARE 











I  II 


























PLUUBING  6  HYDRO  HEAT  SUPPLY 
WARU  AIR HEAT  L  AIR  CON0 
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5081  ~~ 
5082  WNST 1 UINING MACH 
5083  FARM  MACH I  EQUIP 











UACH  EQUIP  L  SUPPLY 
COiul MACH5 I  EQUIP 
I  i n  in 
II 
II 


















IhWUST  SUPPLY 
PROFESSIONAL  EQUIP  6  SUPPLY 
SERV  ESTABLISHMENT  EQUIP 
TRANS  EQUIP  L  SUPPLY 
MIX  DURABLE  GOOD 
SCRAP t  WASTE  MATER 
I 
I  I 







I  I  I 
JEUELRY  WATCHES I  PRECIOUS 
DURABLE  GOOD  NEC 
















I  I  I 
I 
WHOLESALE  TRADE-"DUR.  GOOD 
PAPER I  PAPER  PRW 
PRINTING L  WRITIHG  PAPER 
STATIONERY  SUPPLY 
INDUST  6  PERSONAL SEW PAPER 
DRUGS  PROPRI  6  SUNDRIES 
DRUGS  PROPRI  &  SUHDRIES 
APPAREL  PIECE GOOO  I  NOTIONS 
PIECE GWO 
NOTIONS  1 OTHER  DRY  GOOO 
MEN  CLOTHING 8  FURNISH 
YOMEN  8  CMILJJ  CLOTHING 
I M  IU 
II 








I  I 












In  I 
II 
5120  i u  in 
II 





I  I 
I  I 
5134 
5136 
5137  I  I  I  I  I I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE DATA 
INDUSTRIAL 
CLASSIFICATION 
5139  FOOTWEAR 
5140  GROCERIES  k  RELATED  PROD 
5141  GROCERIES GENERAL  LINE 
5142  FROZEN  FOODS 
5143  OAIRY  PROD 
5144  FWLTRY I  POULTRY  PROD 
5145  CONFECTIONERY 
5146  FISH L  SEAFOWS 
5147  HEATS t  HEAT  PROD 
5148  FRESH  FRUITS 1 VEG 
5149  GROCERY I  RELATED  PROD  NEC 
5150  FARM-P2OD  RAM  MITER 
5152  COTTON 
5153  GRAIN 
5154  LIVESTOCK 
5159  FARH-PROD  RAW  HATER  NEC 
5160  CHEH  L  ALLIED  PROD 
5170  PETRO  6  PETRO  PROD 
5171  PETRO  BULK  STAT.  k  TERNINAL 
5172  PETRO  PROD  NEC 
5180  BEER  NINE 6 DISTILLED BEV 
5181  BEER  L  ALE 
5182  WINES  1 DISTILLED BEV 
5191  FARM  SUPPLY 
5194  TOBACCO  L  TOBACCO  PRO0 
5198  PAINTS VARNISHES  6  SUPPLY 
5199  NONDURABLE  WOO NEC 
5x1 cnEn  6 ALLIED  PROD 
5190  nIsc "DURABLE  GOW 
G.  RETAIL TRADE 
5200  BUIW HATERIAL  k  GARDEN SUPPLY 
5210  LUnaER  L  OTHER  BUILD HATER 
5211  LWER  L  OTHER  BUILD HATER 
5230  PAINT GLASS  L  WALLPAPER  STORE 
5231  PAINT GLASS t  WALLPAPER  STORE 
5250  HARDWARE  STORE  .  __ .  .  - .  - . 
5251  HARDWARE  STORE 
5260  RETAIL NURSERY  L  GARDEN STORE 
5261  RETAIL NURSERY  L  GARDEN STORE 
5270  HOBILE HOME  DEALER 
5271  MOBILE HONE  DEALER 
5300  GENERAL  MERCHANDISE  STORES 
5310  DEPARTMENT STORE 
5311  DEPARTMENT  STORE 
5330  VARIETY  ST01E 
I  EARNINGS 11  I  I  SURVEY  FROGRAM  I  lES202)  1  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  (INDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  1  WAGES  P  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED 
1  I  I  STATISTICS PROGRAM)  I  CONPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL 
I  I  I  I  I  I 























































































































































































































































































































































































 I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURNE DATA  I 
I  1  PROOUCTIVITY  1  PRICES  I  EARNINGS 11  I  I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  (ES2021  I 
I  INDUSTRIAL  I  I  I(1NDUSTRY  EMPLOYMENT I  TDTAL  I WAGES  6  SALARIES  I  TOTAL COVERED  I  mb 
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I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 















































MISC.  GENERAL  MERCH  STORE 
MISC.  GENERAL  MERCH  STORE 
FOOD  STORES 
GRDCERY  STORE 
GROCERY  STORE 
MEAT  MRKTS  6  FREEZER  PROVIS 
FREEZER  6  LOCKER  MEAT  FROVIS 
MEAT  6  FISH ISEAFODOI  MRKTS 
FRUIT STORE  I  VEG  MRKTS 
FRUIT STORE  C  VEG  PlRKTS 
CANDY  MJT  6  CONFEC STORE 
CANDY  NUT  6  CONFEC STORE 
DAIRY  PROD STOXE 
DAIRY  PROD  STORE 
RETAIL BAKERY 
RETAIL BAKERY-BAKING  6  SELL 
RETAIL BAKERY-SELLING  ONLY 
MISC  FOOD  STORE 
MISC  FOOD  STORE 
AUTO  DEALER  6  SERV  STATIONS 
NEW  6  USED  CAR  DEALER 
NEW  6  USED  CAR  DEALER 
USED  CAR  DEALER 
USED  CAR  DEALER 
AUTO  6  HOME  SUPPLY  STORE 
AUTO  6  HOME  SUPPLY  STORE 
GASOLINE  SERV  STATIONS 
GASOLINE  SERV  STATIONS 
BOAT  DEALER 
BOAT  DEALER 
REC  6  UTILITY TRAILER  DEALER 
REC  6  UTILITY TRAILER  DEALER 
MOTORCYCLE  DEALER 
MOTORCYCLE  DEALER 
AUTO  DEALER  NEC 
AUTO  DEALER  NEC 
APPAREL  L  ACCESSORY  STORE 
MEN  I  BOY  CLOTHING  k  FURNISH 
HEN t  EOY  CLOTH1t:G  6  FURNISH 
UOtlEN  READY-TO-WEAR  STORE 
WOKEN  READY-TO-WEAR  STORE 
WOMEN  ACCESS  I  SPEC  STORE 
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I 
9  IQ 
I 
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PI I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
I  STAHOARO  I  LABCR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE  DATA  I 
I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS 11  I  I  SURVEY  PROGRAM  I  (ESZOZ)  I 
I  I  IIINOUSTRY EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  I  WAGES  &  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  I  I  INDUSTRIAL 
I  I  I  I  STATISTICS  PROGRAM)  I  COMPENSATION  1  I  PAYROLL  I 
I  CLASSIFICATION  11978119721195811947ll978ll972ll958ll947l  19781  197211958119471  19781  197211958119471197811972l1958l1947l1978l1972l1958l1947l 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
5640  CHILO  b  INFAliT WEAR  STORE  I 
5641  CHILO  6  INFANT WEAR  STORE  I 
5650  FAMILY  CLOTHING  STORE  I 
5651  FAMILY  CLOTHING  STORE  I 
5660  SHOE  STORE  I 
5661  SHOE  STORE  I 
5680  FURRIERS  &  FUR  SHOP  I 
5681  FURRIERS 6  FUR  SHOP  I 
5690  MISC APPAREL  b  ACCESS  I 
5699  MISC APPAREL  b  ACCESS  I 
I 


































FURN  8  HOME  FURNISH  STORE 
FURN  STORE 
FLOOR  COVERING STORE 
DRAPERY  6  UPHOL  STORE 
HISC.  HOXE  FURNISH  STORE 
HOUSE  APPLIANCE  STORE 
HOUSE  APPLIANCE  STORE 
RADIO  TV  6  nusic STORE 
RADIO 6  TV  STOaE 
HUSIC  STORE 
EATING 6  DRINKING PLACES 




DRUG  STORE  6  PROPRI STORE 
LIQUOR  STORE 
DRUG STORE a  PROPRI  STORE 
LIQUOR  STORE 
USED  MERCHANOISE  STORE  ...._...._  ~ 
USED  MERCHANDISE  STORE 
MISC SHOPPING  GOOO  STORE 
SPORT  GOOD  b  BICYCLE  SHOP 
BOOK STORE 
STATIONERY  STORE 
JEWELRY  STORE 
HOBBY  TOY  b  GAME  SHOP 
CAMERA  6  PHOTO  SUPPLY  STORE 
GIFT NOVELTY  &  SOUVEIIIR  SHOP 
LUGGAGE  6  LEATHER  GOOD  STORE 
SEW  NEEDLEWORK  L  PIECE GOOO 
NONSTORE  RETAILERS 
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 I  I  I  I  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
I  STANOARO  I  LABOR  I  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COilPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY WAGE  I  INSURANCE OATA  I 
I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS 11  I  I  SURVEY  PROSRAM  I  IES2021  I 
INDUSTRIAL 
CLASSIFICATION 
5962  MERCHANDISING MACH  OPERATORS 
5963  DIRECT SELLING  ORGANS 
5980  FUEL k  ICE DEALER  .  .  .._ 
5982  FUEL  6  ICE DEALER  NEC 
5983  FUEL  OIL DEALER 
5984  LIPUIFIEO  PETRO  GAS  DEALER 
5990  RETAIL STORE  NEC 
5992  FLORISTS  ~  -  ..~ 
5993  CIGAR  STORE  &  STANDS 
5994  NEUS  DEALER  I  NEUSSTANOS 
5999  nisc RETAIL  STORE  NEC 
H.  FINANCE  INSUR  &  REAL ESTATE 
6000  BANKING 
6010  FED  RE5 BANK 
6011  FEO  RE5 BANK 
6020  COlyn  k  STOCK  SAVE  BANK 
6022  STATE  BANK  FED  RES 
6023  STATE  BANK  NOT  FED  RES  FOIC 
6024  STATE  BANK  NOT  F.  R.  NOT  FOIC 
6025  NATIONAL  BANK  FED  RES  .._.  - 
6026  NAT.  BANK  NOT  FED  RES  FOIC 
6027  NATIONAL  BANK  NOT  FOIC 
6028  PRIV BANK  NOT  INCORP  NOT  FOIC 
6030  MUTUAL  SAVE  BANK 
6032  MUTUAL  SAVE  BANK  FEO  RES 
6033  MJTUAL  SAVE  BANK  NEC 
6034  MUTUAL  SAVE  BANK  NOT  FOIC 
6040  TRUST  COW NOHOEPOSIT 
6042  1(OIIOEPOSIT  TRUSTS  FED  RES 
6044  MOI:DEFOSIT  TRUSTS  NOT  FOIC 
6050  FUNC  CLOSELY  RELATED  TO  BANK 
6052  FOREIGN  EXCHANGE  ESTAB 
6054  SAFE  DEPOSIT  cow 
6055  CLEARINGHOUSE  ASSOC 
6056  CORP.  FOR  BANKIKG  ABROAD 
6059  FUNC RELATE0  TO  BANKING NEC 
6100  CREDIT  AGENCY  OTHER  THAN  BANK 
6110  REOISCOUNT  b  FINANCING INST 
6112  REOISCOUNT  NOT  FOR  AGRICUL 
6113  REDISCOVHTING FOR  AGRICUL 
6120  SAVE  k  LOAN  ASSOC 
6122  FEO  SAVE  k  LOAN  ASSOC 
6123  STATE  ASSOC  1tILIRED 
6124  STATE  ASSOC  NONINSUREO  FHLB 
6125  STATE  ASSOC  NONINSUREO  NEC 
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6130  AGRICUL  CREDIT  IIIST  I 
6131  AGZICUL  CREDIT INST 
6140  PERSONAL  CREDIT  INST 
6142  FED  CREDIT  UNIONS 







































NOMEFOSIT  INDUST  LOAN conP 
LICENSED  SNALL  LOAN  LENOEPS 
MISC.  PERSONAL  CREDIT  INST 
INSTALL  SALES  FINANCE  con? 
BUSINESS CREDIT  INST 
SHORT-TERM  BUSItIESS CREDIT 
nrsc.  BUSINESS  CREDIT  INST 
nORTGAGE BANKER  C  BROKER 
NORTGAGi BANKER  L  CORRESP 
LOAN  DAOKER 
SECURITY  CONMOD  BROKER  6  SERV 
SEC.  BROKER  6  DEALER 
SEC.  BROKER  6  DEALER 
COMtlOD  CONTRACTS BROKER  DEAL 
SEC.  6  CONMOD  EXCHANGES 
SEC.  6  COIlnOD  EXCHANGES 
connoo  CONTRACTS  BROKER  DEAL 
SEC.  8  connoo  SERV 
SEC.  &  connoo  SERV 
INSURANCE  CARRIERS 
LIFE INSUR 
LIFE 1tISUR 
MEDICAL  SERV  6  HEALTH  INSUR 
ACCIDENT  8  HEALTH  INSUR 
HOSPITAL 8  MEDICAL  SERV  PLAN 
FIRE MARINE  8  CASUALTY  INSUR 
TITLE INSUR 
PENSION  HEALTH  6  WELFARE  FUND 
PENSION  HEALTH  8  WELFARE  FUND 
IIISUR  CARRIERS  NEC 
INSUR  CARRIERS  NEC 
INSUR  AGENT  BROKER  6  SERVICE 
INSUR  AGENT  BROKER  6  SERV 
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REAL  ESTATE  OPER.  I  LESSOR 
NONRES BUILD OPERATORS 
APT  BUILD OPERATORS 
DWELLING  OPERATORS EXC.  APTS 
MOBILE  HOME  SITE OPERATORS  ._  .  ._  - .  .  -  - 
RAILROAD  PROPERTY  LESSORS 
REAL PROPERTY  LESSORS  NEC 
REAL ESTATE AGENT  k MANAGER 
REAL  ESTATE  AGENT  k MANAGER 
TITLE ABSTRACT  OFF 
TITLE ABSTRACT  OFF 
SUBDIVIDERS k DEVELOPERS 
SUBDIVIDERS 8  DEVELOPERS  NEC 
CEUETERY  SUBDIV.  k  DEVELOPER 
CM(8INED  REAL ESTATE  INSUR 
COUBINED  REAL ESTATE  INSUR 















































INVEST.  OFF 
MANAGE.  INVEST.  OPEN-END 
MANAGE.  INVEST.  CLOSED-END 
UNIT INVEST.  TRUSTS 
FACE-AMOUNT  CERTIFICATE  OFF 
TRUSTS 
EDUC.  RELIGIOUS ETC.  TRUSTS 
TRUSTS  NEC 
UISC INVESTING 
OIL ROYALTY  TRADERS 
COMMOD  TRADERS 
PATENT CUNERS 6  LESSORS 
INVESTORS  NEC 
I.  SERVICES 
HOTEL  k OTHER  LODGING  PLACE 
HOTEL UOTEL  &  TOURIST  COURT 
HOTEL  KOTEL  8  TOURIST  COURT 
ROOIIING I  BOARDING  HOUSES 
ROOMING  6  BOARDING HOUSES 
CAMPS I  TRAILERING  PARKS 
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TRAILER  PARKS  FOR  TRANSIENT 
MEMBER-BASIS  ORGAN  HOTEL 
MEMBER-BASIS  ORGAN  HOTEL 
PERSONAL  SERVICES 
LAUNDRY CLEAN  P  GARMENT  SERV 
POWER  LAUNDRY FAMILY 1 COMN 
GARMENT  PRESS  &  CLEAN  AGENT 
LINEN SUPPLY 
DIAPER SERV 
COIN-OPER  LAUNDRY I  CLEAN 
DRY  CLEAN  PLANTS EXC.  RUG 
CARPET  k  UPHOL  CLEAN 
INOUST  LAUNOERERS 
LAU!iX+Y  k  GARMENT  SERV  NEC 
PHOTO SNDIOS PORTRAIT 
PHOTO STUDIOS  PORTRAIT 
BEAUTY  SHOP 
BEAUTY  SHOP 
BARBER  SHOP 
BARBER  SHOP 
SHOE  REPAIR I  HAT  CLEAN SHOP 
SHOE  REPAIR I  HAT  CLEAN SHOP 
FUNERAL SERV  k  CREMATORIES 
FUIiERAL SERV  P  CREMATORIES 
MISC  PERSONAL  SERV 
nIsc  PERSONAL  SERV 
BUSINESS  SERVICES 
*OVERTIfII(G 
ADVERTISING AGENCIES 
OUTDOOR  ADVERTISING  SERV 
RADIO N  PUBLISHER  REPRESENT. 
ADVERTISING  NEC 
CREDIT REPORT  L COLLECTION 
CREDIT REPORT I  COLLECTION 
MAILING REPROD  STENO 
DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING  SERV 
BLUEFRINTING 1  PHOTOCOPYING 
COMM  PHOTOGRAPHY  k  ART 
STENO  I  REPROD  NEC 
SEW TO  WILDS 
WINDOW  CLEAN 
DISINFECTING I  EXTERMINATING 
BUILD MAINTENANCE  SERV  NEC 
NEWS  SYNDICATES 
NEWS  SYNDICATES 
PERSONNEL  SUPPLY  SERV 
~~~ 
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7361  EHPLOYMENT AGENCIES 
7362  TEMPORARY  HELP  SUPPLY  SERV 
7369  PERSOtMEL  SUPPLY  SERV  NEC 
7370  COMPUTER  L  DATA  PROCESS SERV 
7372  COMPUTER  PROGRAM  &  SOFTUARE 
7374  DATA  PROCESSING  SERV 
7379  COMPUTER  RELATED  SERV  NEC 
7390  MISC BUSINESS  SERV 
7391  RESEARCH  L  DEVELOP.  LABS 
7392  MA*AGE.  6  PUBLIC RELATION5 
7393  DETECTIVE I  PROTECTIVE  SERV 
7394  EQUIP RENT  L  LEASING 
7395  PHOTOFINIYlING LABS 
7396  TRADING  STAMP  SERV 
7397  COMH  TESTING  LABS 
7399  BUSINESS  SEW  NEC 
7500  AUTO  REPAIR SERV  L  GARAGES 
7510  AUTO  RENTS WITHOUT  ORIVERS 
7512  PASSEGGER  CAR  RENT  8  LEASE 
7513  TRUCK  RENT 1  LEASING 
7519  UTILITY TRAILER  RENT 
7520  AUTO  PARKING 
7523  PARKING  LOTS 
7525  PARKIkG STRUCTURES 
7530  AUTO  REPAIR  SHOP 
7531  TOP  6  BOOY'REPAIR  SHOP 
7534  TIRE RETREAD  L  REPAIR  SHOP 
7535  PAINT SHOP 
7533  GENERAL  AUTO  REPAIR  SHOP 
7539  AUTO  REPAIR SHOP  NEC 
7540  AUTO  SERV  EXC.  REPAIR 
-542  CAR  WASHES 
7549  AUTO  SERV  NEC 
7600  MISC REPiIR SERVICE5 
7629  ELEC  REPAIR  SHOP 
7622  RADIO  L  TV  REPAIR 
7623  REFRIGERATION  SERV  6  REPAIR 
7629  ELEC REPAIR  SHOP  NEC 
7630  WATCH  CLOCK  L  JEWELRY  REPAIR 
7631  WATCH  CLOCK  L  JEWELRY  REPAIR 
7640  REUPHOL  1.  FURN  REPAIR 
7641  REUPHOL  1 FURN  REPAIR 
7690  NI5C REPAIR  SHOP 
7692  WELDING  REPAIR 
7694  ARMATURE  REWINDING  SHOP 
7699  REPAIR SERV  NEC 
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 TIO ON  PICTURES 
norIoN PICTURE  PROD  1  SERV 
MOTIOH  PICTURE  FILM EXCHANGE 
FILn OR  TAPE  DISTRIB  FOR  TV 
NOTION  PICTURE  DISTRIB  SERV 
tIOTIO14  PICTURE  THEATERS 
MOT.  PICT.  TH.  EX  DRIVE-IN 
DRIVE-IN  Mot.  PICT.  THEATER 
AYNSEMENT  L RECEATION  SERV 
DANCE  HALLS  STUUIO  6  SCHOOL 
DANCE  HALLS  STUDIO  L  SCHOOL 
PRODUCER  ORCH.  ENTERTAINER 
THEATRICAL  FRODUCERS  L  SERV 
EWERTAINER  6  ENTER.  GROUPS 
BOWLINS  L  BILLIARD  ESTAB 
BILLIARD  6  POOL  ESTAB 
BOWLING  ALLEYS 
COMn  SPORTS 
SPORTS CLUBS  8  PROMOTERS 
RACING  IIICL.  TRACK  OPERATION 
MISC.  AMISEMENT  REC  SERV 
PUBLIC  GOLF  COURSES 
COIN-WER.  AMUSEMENT  DEVICE 
AINSEMENT  PARKS 
MEHBER  SPORTS 1  REC  CLUBS 
AMUSEMENT  L  REC  NEC 
HEALTH  SERVICES 
OFF  OF  PHYSICIANS 
OFF  OF  PHYSICIANS 
OFF  OF  DENTISTS  . . .  - .  .  . 
OFF  OF DENTISTS 
OFF  OF  OSTEOPATHIC  PHYSICIAN 
OFF  OF  OSTEOPATHIC  PHYSICIAN 
OFF  OF  OTHER  HEALTH  PIACT. 
OFF  OF  CHIROPRACTORS  . . .  .  . .  .  . 
OFF  OF  OPTOMETRISTS 
OFF  OF  HEALTH  PRACT.  NEC 
NURSE  I  PERS.  CARE  FACILITY 
SKILLED NURSE  CARE  FACILITY 
NURSE  6  PERSONAL  CARE  NEC 
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GENERAL  NED.  &  SURG.  HOSP. 
PSYCHIATRIC  HOSPITALS 
SPECIALTY  HOSP.  EXC  PSYCH 
MEDICAL  6  DENTAL  LABS 
HEOICAL  LABS 
DENTAL  LABS 
OUTPATIENT CARE  FACILITIES 
OUTPATIENT CARE  FACILITIES 
HEALTH  &  ALLIEO  SERV  NEC 
HEALTH  a  ALLIED  SERV  NEC 
LEGAL  SERVICES 
LEGAL  SERV 
LEGAL  SERV 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICE5 
ELEMENTARY  b  SECOHD,  SCHOOL 
ELENENTARY  B  SECOND,  SCHOOL 
COLLEGES  6  UNIVERSITIES 
JUNIOR  COLLEGES 
LIBRARIES  6  INFO CENTERS 
COLLEGES  a  UNIVERSITIES  NEC 
LIERARIES  a  INFO  CENTERS 
CORRESPOND  t VOCATION  SCH001  .  . .  .  .  .  -  .  . . 
CO.)RESFOND  SCHOOL 
DATA  PaOCESSING  SCHOOL 
BUS1t::SS  6  SECRETARY  SCHOOL 
VOCATIONAL  SCHOOL  NEC 
SCHOOL  6  ED.  SERV  NEC 
SCHOOL  L  EO.  SERV  NEC 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
INDIVIOUAL  b FAMILY SERV 
INOIVIDUAL  b  FAMILY SERV 
JOS  TRAINING  a  RELATED SERV 
JOB  TRAINING  6  RELATE0 SEW 
CHILD  OAY  CARE  SERV 
CHILD OAY  CARE  SERV 
RESIOEIITIAL  CARE 
RESIDENTIAL  CARE 
SOCIAL SERV  NEC 
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8400  HUSEUMS  BOTAN.  ZOOLOG.  GARDENS  I 
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MUSEUMS  6  ART  GALLERIES 
BOTANICAL  a  ZOOLOG.  GARDEN 
BOTANICAL  a  ZOOLOG.  GARDEN 
MEMBER  ORGANIZATIONS 
GUSINESS  ASSOC 
BUSINESS  ASSOC 
PROFESSIONAL  ORGANS 
CIVIC 6  SOCIAL ASSOC 
POLITICAL ORGANS 
POLITICAL ORGANS 
RELIGIOUS  ORGANS 
RELIGIOUS  ORGANS 
MEHBER  ORGANS  NEC 
MEnBER  ORGANS  NEC 
PRIVATE HOUSES 
PRIVATE HOUSES 
PPIVATE  HOUSES 
MISC  SERV 
ENGINEER  h ARCH  SERV 
EHGINEER  h  ARCH  SERV 
NONCOWl  RESEARCH ORGANS 
NONCOLX RESEARCH ORGANS  ~~ 
ACCT 
ACCT 







SERV  NEC 
SERV  NEC 
J.  PUBLIC  ADMINISTRATION 
EXECUTIVE  LEGISLATIVE  6  GEN. 
EXECUTIVE  OFF 
EXECUTIVE  OFF  .  ... .  .  ~ 
LEGISLATIVE  BODIES 
LEGISLATIVE BODIES 
EXECUTIVE  a  LEGISLATIVE  cona 
EXECUTIVE  a  LEGISLATIVE  COMB 
GENERAL  GOVERNMENT NEC 
GENERAL  GOVERNMENT NEC 
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COURT  IIIIIIIII 
COURT  IIIIIIIII 
PUBLIC ORDER  I  SAFETY  IIIIIIIII  9220 
9221 
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FINANCE  TAX  6  MONETARY  POLICY 
FINANCE  TAX  6  MONETARY  POLICY 
FINANCE  TAX  I  MONETARY  POLICY 
AOMIN.  OF  HUMAN  RESOURCES 
AOMIN.  OF  ED.  PROG 
AOIIIN.  OF  ED.  PROG 
AOMIN.  OF  PUBLIC HEALTH  PROG 
AOMIN.  OF  PUBLIC HEALTH  FROG 
AOMIN.  OF  SOC  &  MANPOUER  PROG 
AOMIN.  OF  SOC I  MANPOWER  PROG 
AOMIN.  OF  VETERANS'  AFFAIRS 
AOMIN.  OF  VETERANS'  AFFAIRS 
ENVIRON.  PUAL.  6  HOUSING 
ENVIRONMENTAL  QUALITY 
AIR H20 6  MLIO  WASTE  MANAGE.  I  I  I  I 
LAND  MINERAL WILDLIFE CONSER  I  I  I  I 
HOUSING 6  URBAN  DEVELOP.  IIII 
HOUSING PROG  IIII 
URBAN I  COIMUNITY DEVELOP.  I  I  I  I 
IIII 
ADMIN.  OF  ECON  PROGRAMS  IIII 
IIII 
AOMIN.  OF  GENERAL  ECDN  PROG  I  I  I  I 
ADMIN.  OF  GENERAL  ECON  PROG  I  I  I  I 
REGULATION  AOMIN.  OF  TRANS  I  I  I  I 
REGULATION  AOMIN.  OF  TRANS  I  I  I  I 
REG.  AOMIN.  OF  UTILITIES  IIII 
REG.  AOMIN.  OF  UTILITIES  IIII 
REGULATION OF AGRICUL  IIRKT  I  I  I  I 





















































































REGULATION OF AGRICUL  PlRKT  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1 
REG.  nIsc.  conn  SECTORS  IIIIIIIII 
REG.  nIsc.  conn  SECTORS  IIIIIIIII 
SPACE  RESEARCH 6  TECHNOLOGY  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
SPACE  RESEARCH 6  TECHNOLOGY  I  I  I  I  I  I  1  I  I 
IIIIIIIII 
NAT.  SEC.  L  INTL.  AFFAIRS  1  I  I  I  I  1  I  I  I I  I  I  I  I  AVERCGE  tioumy  I  I  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
I  STANDARD  I  LABOR  1  INDUSTRIAL  I  AVERAGE  HOURLY  I  COMPENSATION  I  INDUSTRY  WAGE  I  INSURANCE DATA  I 
I  I  PRODUCTIVITY  I  PRICES  I  EARNINGS 11  I  I  SURVEY  PROSRAM  I  (ES202)  I 
I  INOUSTRIAL  I  I  IIINDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT I  TOTAL  I WAGES  6  SALARIES  I  TOTAL  COVERED  I 
I  I  I  I  STATISTICS PROGRAM)  I  COMPENSATION  I  I  PAYROLL  I 
I  CLASSIFICATION  11978l1972119581194711978l19721195811947l  19781  197211958\1947~  19781 1972~195S119471197Sl1972l195~l1~47l1978l1972l1958l1947l 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I 
IIIIIIIII  I  Ill  I  IIIIIIIIIII 
9710  NATIONAL  SEC.  I  I  I  1  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1  I  1  1  I  I  I  1919191Ql 
9711  NATIONAL  SEC.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1919181Pl 
9720  INTERNATIONAL  AFFAIRS  I  I  1  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  IPIQIQl9I 
9721  INTERNATIONAL  AFFAIRS  1  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  ~91P~Q1PI 
IIIIIIIII  I  Ill  l1l111111111 
K.  NONCLASSIFIABLE  ESTA8  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  IU  IU  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1919IP191 
IIIIIIIII  I  Ill  I  IIIIIIIIIII 
9900  NONCLASSIFIABLE  ESTA8  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  191919191 
IIIIIIIII  I  Ill  I  IIIIIIIIIII 
9999  NONCLASSIFIABLE  ESTAB  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1919191PI 
9990  NONCLASSIFIABLE  ESTAB  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1QIP19191 
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